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We consider a generalization of Ekert’s entanglement-based quantum cryptographic protocol where qubits
are replaced byN- or d-dimensional systems(qudits). In order to study its robustness against optimal inco-
herent attacks, we derive the information gained by a potential eavesdropper during a cloning-based individual
attack. In doing so, we generalize Cerf’s formalism for cloning machines and establish the form of the most
general cloning machine that respects all the symmetries of the problem. We obtain an upper bound on the
error rate that guarantees the confidentiality of qudit generalizations of the Ekert’s protocol for qubits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum cryptographic protocols, the presence of an
eavesdropper in the communication channel can be revealed
through disturbances in the transmission of the message. To
realize such protocols, it is necessary to encode the signal
into quantum states that belong to noncompatible bases, as in
the original protocol of Bennett and Brassard[1]. In 1991,
Ekert suggested[2] a scheme in which the security of quan-
tum cryptography is based on entanglement. In this scheme,
one encrypts the key into the noncompatible qubit bases that
maximize the violation of local realism.

Recently it was shown that this violation is more pro-
nounced for the case of entangled qudits[3–6] for N.2.
Moreover, the qutrit generalization of Ekert’s protocol is
more robust and safer than its qubit counterpart[7,8]. This
naturally serves as a significant motivation for studying the
generalization of Ekert’s protocol where qubits are replaced
by N- or d-dimensional systems(qudits).

There are several ways of realizing qudits experimentally.
One realization of qudits, possibly the most straightforward
one, exploits time bins[9]. This approach has already been
demonstrated for entangled photons up to eleven dimensions
[10]. Another possibility is to utilize multiport beam splitters,
and more specifically those that split the incoming single
light beam intoN [11] outputs. Thus, an entanglement-based
quantum cryptographic protocol based on qudits instead of
qubits can be realized with the current state-of-the-art quan-
tum optical techniques.

In this paper, we establish the generality of a class of
eavesdropping attacks that are based on(state-dependent)
quantum cloning machines[12–17]. We shall show that such
attacks cannot be thwarted by Alice and Bob, the authorized
users of the quantum cryptographic channel, because the dis-
turbance due to the presence of the eavesdropper(Eve) per-
fectly mimics the correlations of an unbiased noise, at least
for what concerns correlations between the encryption and
decryption bases that characterize theN-dimensional Ekert
protocol. Finally, we estimate the optimal cloning machine
that, for a given disturbance, maximizes the quality of the
clone. We can then estimate the maximal error rate above
which the protocol is no longer safe. This maximal error rate

or threshold disturbance provides a good qualitative measure
of the security of the protocol. The threshold disturbance,
and thus the security, is shown to be higher for higher-
dimensional systems(to increase whenN increases), a prop-
erty that was already noted for several qutrit-based protocols
in comparison to their qubit-based counterparts[7,8,18–21].

II. THE FOUR QUDIT BASES THAT MAXIMIZE
THE VIOLATION OF LOCAL REALISM

In the Ekert 91 protocol[2], the four qubit bases chosen
by Alice and Bob are the bases that maximize the violation
of Clauser-Holt-Shimony-Horne(CHSH) inequalities [22].
There exists a natural generalization of this set of bases in
the case of qudits[4]. In analogy with the Ekert 91 bases that
belong to a great circle on the Bloch sphere, these bases
belong to a set of bases parametrized by a phasef, which we
call thef bases. These bases are related to the computational
basishu0l , u1l , . . . ,uN−1lj,

ulfl =
1

ÎN
o
k=0

N−1

eikfs2p/Ndl+fgukl, l = 0, . . . ,N − 1. s1d

It has been shown that when local observers measure the
correlations exhibited by the maximally entangled state
ufN

+l=s1/ÎNdoi=1
N−1uil ^ uil in the fourf bases that we obtain

whenfi =s2p /4Ndisi =0,1,2,3d, the degree of nonclassical-
ity or violation of local realism that characterizes the corre-
lations increases with the dimensionN [3–5]. It is also higher
than the degree of nonclassicality allowed by Cirelson’s
theorem[23] for qubits, and higher than for a large class of
other qudit bases. Indeed, this can be shown by estimating
the resistance of the violation of local realism against noise
[3,4], or by considering generalizations of the CHSH in-
equality to bipartite entangled qudit states[5]. From now on,
we call the four qudit bases that maximize the violation of
local realism the optimal bases.

III. THE N-DIMENSIONAL ENTANGLEMENT BASED
(N-DEB) PROTOCOL

Let us now assume that the source emits the maximally
entangled qudit stateufN

+l and that Alice and Bob share this
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entangled pair and perform measurements along one of the
optimal bases described in the preceding section.

In order to show that these bases are pairwise perfectly
correlated, it is useful to present an interesting property of
the stateufN

+l. Let us consider two bases: thec basis chosen
arbitrarily (with ki uc jl=Uij), and its conjugate basis, thec*

basis(with ki uc j
*l=Uij

* ). When Alice and Bob share the maxi-
mally entangled stateufN

+l and that Alice measures it in the
c* basis and Bob in thec basis, their results are perfectly
correlated. To see this, we note that by virtue of the unitarity
of the matrixUij ,

ufN
+l =

1
ÎN

o
k,l,m=0

N−1

ucl
*lkcl

* ukl ^ ucmlkcmukl

=
1

ÎN
o

k,l,m=0

N−1

ucl
*lUklucmlUkm

*

=
1

ÎN
o

l,m=0

N−1

ucl
*lucmldml

=
1

ÎN
o
k=0

N−1

uck
*luckl,

whenever Alice projects the stateufN
+l into the conjugate

basisc* , she projects Bob’s component into thec basis and
reciprocally.

Moreover, the stateufN
+l can be rewritten asufN

+l
=s1/ÎNdoi=1

N−1suif
* l ^ uifld where

ulf
* l =

1
ÎN

o
k=0

N−1

e−ikfs2p/Ndl+fgukl sl = 0, . . . ,N − 1d. s2d

Therefore, when Bob performs a measurement in thef basis
sukfld and Alice in its conjugate basissukf

* ld, their results are
perfectly correlated. Now, the four optimal bases are pair-
wise conjugate and hence perfectly correlated as well. To
show the perfect correlation, we note that for the phase that
appears in Eq.s2d, −kfs2p /Ndl +fg=kfs2p /NdsN− l − jd−f
+ js2p /Ndg mod 2p, where j is an arbitrary integer num-
ber. Now, N− l − j varies from 0 toN−1smod Nd when l
varies from 0 toN−1 which shows that thef* basis is the
same as thef8 basisfwith f8=−f+ js2p /Ndg. It is easy to
check that, thanks to an appropriate choice ofj , the bases
associated with even values ofi fi =0,2, fi =s2p /4Ndig are
preserved under phase conjugation, while the bases asso-
ciated with odd values ofi si =1,3d are interchanged. The
four optimal bases are thus pairwise maximally correlated.

In a natural generalization of the Ekert 91 protocol for
qudits, denoted as theN-DEB protocol (i.e., the
N-dimensional entanglement-based protocol) in analogy with
the notation adopted in Ref.[8] for the caseN=3, Alice and
Bob share the entangled stateufN

+l and choose their measure-
ment basis at random among one of the four optimal qudit
bases(according to the statistical distribution that they con-
sider to be optimal). Because of the existence of perfect cor-
relations between the conjugate bases, a fraction of the mea-
surement results can be used in order to establish a

deterministic cryptographic key. The rest of the data, for
which Alice’s and Bob’s bases are not perfectly correlated,
can be used, in principle, in order to detect the presence of an
eavesdropper, for example, with the help of generalized
CHSH inequalities[5]. In Ekert’s original qubit protocol,
4 /9 of the data could be used for checking the CHSH in-
equality, 2 /9 for the establishment of a key, and the rest had
to be discarded. However, we should note that the details of
the relative weight given by Alice’s and Bob’s bases is in
some sense irrelevant. It is important that they can reach
some accuracy in evaluating the frequencies of the correla-
tions that help them to check nonlocality(note that the frac-
tion of the data necessary therefore depends on the inequality
that is chosen, on the dimensionality of the qudit, and on the
relative weight chosen by Alice and Bob); as the data acqui-
sition time is finite, it is necessary that the relevant correla-
tions are observed sufficiently often in order that the law of
large numbers is valid.

Thus, the constraints on the cloning machine are the same
irrespective of our choice of relative frequencies of
decoding-encoding bases during the protocol. In particular,
we can for instance[in analogy with Bennett-Brassard 1984
(BB84) protocol and the six-state protocol and others]
choose each basis with equal probability 1/4: this gives a
rate of deterministic data rate equal to 4/16 which is better
than 2/9. Note that the data obtained in nonmaximally cor-
related bases also contain some information because the op-
timal bases are never mutually unbiased so that there remains
always some nonzero amount of mutual information, even in
the discarded(nondeterministic) data. Finally, the informa-
tion contained in a qudit increases withN so that the effec-
tive bit transfer rate increases withN.

Let us now study the safety of this protocol against opti-
mal incoherent attacks.

IV. INDIVIDUAL ATTACKS AND OPTIMAL
CLONING MACHINES

We assume from now on that the noise that characterizes
the transmission(this includes dark counts in the detectors,
misalignments of Alice and Bob’s bases, transmission losses,
and so on) is unbiased(this is a very general assumption).
Under such conditions, the state shared by Alice and Bob
must mimic the correlations that are observed when they
share a state that has the following form:

rABshNd = s1 − hNdufN
+lABkfN

+ uAB + hNrA,B
noise, s3d

whererAB
noise=s1/N2dÎAB, and the positive parameterhNø1

determines the “noise fraction” within the full state. In the
following, we make the conservative hypothesis that all
the errors of transmission could be due to the presence of
an eavesdropper who possesses a perfectsnoiselessd tech-
nology, controls the line of transmission, and lets her
statessd ufN

+lAB interact with the one originally shared by
Alice and Bob and an auxiliary systemsor probed. In prin-
ciple, Eve is free to use any interaction between one or
several qudit pairssoriginally prepared in the stateufN

+lABd
and an auxiliary system of her choice. Eve could keep this
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auxiliary system isolated and unperturbed during an arbi-
trary long period of time. On hearing the public discussion
between Alice and Bob, she performs the measurement of
her choice on her system. In principle, she could let her
auxiliary system interact with a series of successive sig-
nals and/or carry out her measurement on a series of aux-
iliary systems. We limit ourselves to the situation where
she couples each signal individually to an auxiliary sys-
tem sindividual or incoherent attacksd. It could happen
that coherent attackssso-called joint or collective attacks,
for a review, see, e.g., Ref.f24gd are more dangerous but
presently nobody knows whether this is the case. There-
fore, in order to evaluate the safety of the protocol, it is
sufficient, in principle, to study the performances ofsop-
timald cloners that clone the signal and mimic the corre-
lations that would be observed in the presence of real
noise. Of course, these performances are different for dif-
ferent protocols. In the rest of this section we shall study
the performances of the cloner that is optimal relatively to
the N-DEB protocol.

Let us assume that initially Alice and Bob share the state
ufN

+l and that during an individual attack, Eve lets this state
interact with her probe (which also belongs to a
N2-dimensional Hilbert space[24] which can be seen as the
“mirror space” of Alice and Bob’sN2-dimensional Hilbert
space). Then, the most general cloning stateuClABEE8 where
the labelsA,B,E,E8 are, respectively, associated with the
referenceA (Alice), the two output clones(B for Bob andE
for Eve), and to the(N-dimensional) cloning machinesE8d is
the element of aN4-dimensional Hilbert space. Our task is to
optimize this state in such a way that Eve maximizes her
information and minimizes the disturbance on the informa-
tion exchanged between Alice and Bob. Moreover, as the real
disturbance along a transmission line is assumed to be unbi-
ased, the disturbance induced by the presence of Eve must
mimic an isotropic disturbance, so as to say, it may not de-
pend(1) on the state that Alice and Bob measure when they
measure in perfectly correlated(conjugate) bases, and also
(2) on which pair of such bases is selected; finally(3) it must
also mimic the correlations between the nonconjugate bases
that would be observed in the presence of real(unbiased)
noise.

A. Invariance under relabelings of the detectors
and Cerf states

Clearly the complexity of the problem to solve increases
as the fourth power of the dimensionN. It is thus necessary
to simplify the treatment as much as possible by taking ac-
count of the intrinsic symmetries of the problem. According
to the notation introduced in the preceding section, let us
consider an arbitrary basis, thef basis associated with Bob,
and its conjugate basis, thef* basis, associated with Alice. A
fundamental symmetry characterizes such bases: the states of
thef sf*d basis are permuted if we vary the phasef by any
multiple of 2p /3. It is easy to show that any such permuta-
tion is generated byC, the generator of the cyclic permuta-
tions that shifts each label of the states of thef sf*d basis by
unity fl → l +1smod Ndg. When the condition(1) is fulfilled,

so as to say, when the error rate does not depend on the label
l, it is natural to impose this invariance at the level of the
cloning state. In order to do so, it is useful to introduce the
so-called Bell states. TheN2-generalized Bell states are de-
fined as follows[8]:

uBm* ,n
c lAB = N−1/2o

k=0

N−1

e2piskn/Nduck
*lAuck+mlB s4d

with m and n s0øm,nøN−1d labeling these Bell states.
Obviously they are eigenstates under the generator of cyclic
permutationsl → l +1 for the eigenvaluee−2pisn/Nd. Moreover,
they form an orthonormal basis of theN2-dimensional space
spanned by the product statesuck

*lAucllB sl , j =0, . . . ,N−1d.
Note that all the Bell states are maximally entangled and

that ufN
+l= uB0,0

c l. Let us consider the fraction of the signal
that is measured by Alice in thec basis and by Bob in its
conjugate basis(the c* basis). As these are perfectly corre-
lated bases, this signal is not discarded and it will be used
afterwards, during the reconciliation protocol, to establish a
fresh cryptographic key. At this level, when Alice and Bob
reveal publicly their choices of bases, Eve will measure her
ancilla in the basis that she deems to be optimal[24]. Eve is
free to redefine this basis thanks to an arbitrary unitary trans-
formation according to her convenience. Taking account of
the dual nature of the “mirror” space assigned to Eve, it is
natural that Eve fixes this unitary transformation in such a
way that she measures her copy in the same basis as Bob(the
c basis) and the cloning state in the conjugate basis(the c*

basis). Expressed in these bases, the most general state
uClABEE8 that is invariant under cyclic permutations of the
labels assigned to the detectors has then(up to an arbitrary
redefinition of Eve’s basis) the following form:

uClABEE8 = o
m,m8,n=1

N−1

am,m8,nuBm* ,n
c lABuBm8,−n*

c lEE8, s5d

where by definition

uBm8,−n*
c lEE8 = N−1/2o

k=0

N−1

e−2piskn/NducklEuck+m
* lE8. s6d

Note that we introduced at this level two apparently different
definitions of the Bell states. Both can be reexpressed ac-
cording to the synthetic expression

uBms* d,ns* d
c l = N−1/2o

k=0

N−1

e2piskn/Nduck
s* dluck+m

s* d l. s7d

In the computational basisswhereukl= uk*ld, these definitions
coincide with the usual definitionf14g. Indeed, our approach
constitutes a covariant generalization of Cerf’s formalism for
cloning machinesf14g. At this level, the complexity of the
problem to solve is only inN3, because we projected the state
uClR,A,B,C onto the set of states that remains invariant under a
shift unity of the labels assigned to the basis states. We shall
now show that it is still possible to reduce the complexity of
the problem if we consider the question of optimality. Prior
to this, let us introduce the following definitions.
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Definition 1. The pure stateuClABEE8 is a Cerf state iff, for
a given basis(say thec basis)

uClABEE8 = o
m,n=1

N−1

am,nuBm* ,n
c lABuBm,−n*

c lEE8. s8d

Note that thenTrEE8uClABEE8kCuABEE8 is diagonal in the
Bell basisuBm* ,n

c lAB and TrABuClABEE8kCuABEE8 is diagonal in
the Bell basisuBm,n*

c lEE8. Beside, normalization imposes that
om,n

N−1uam,nu2=1.
Definition 2. A (pure) Cerf state is optimal among the Cerf

states(for a given quantum cryptographic protocol) iff, for
the same mutual information between Alice and Bob, the
mutual information between Alice and Eve corresponding to
this state is superior or equal to the one corresponding to any
other (pure) Cerf state or to any mixture of them.

Theorem. (1) Let us assume that an attack is characterized
by a stateuClABEE8 that is invariant under cyclic permuta-
tions of the labels of Alice and Bob’s basis states(in the c*

and c bases). (2) If the optimal Cerf state exists, then it is
also optimal among all possible statesuClABEE8.

Proof. We have shown that the most general state
uClABEE8 that is invariant under cyclic permutations of the
labels of the optimal bases must necessarily fulfill Eq.(5)
which does not necessarily imply that it is a Cerf state. Nev-
ertheless, by virtue of Eq.(7), we have that

uClABEE8kCuABEE8

= N−2 o
m,m8,n,m̃,m8˜ ,ñ,k,l,k̃,l̃=0

N−1

am,m8,nam̃,m8˜ ,ñ

*

3eis2p/Ndfsk−ldn−sk̃−l̃dñguck
*lAuck+mlBucllEucl+m8

* lE8

3kc
k̃

* uAkck̃+m̃uBkcl̃uEkc
l̃+m̃8

* uE8. s9d

The mutual informations must be estimated on the non-
discarded signal that is measured in thec* basis by Alice and
in the c basis by Bob, while Eve measures product states of
the typeucllEucl8

* lE8. Therefore only the diagonal coefficients
that appear in the expression of the density matrix[Eq. (9)]
are relevant. It is easy to check that for such coefficientsm

−m8=m̃−m8˜ , so thatuClABEE8kCuABEE8 is equivalent to a re-
duced density matrixrABEE8

red defined as follows:

rABEE8
red = o

m,i,n,m̃,ñ=0

N−1

am,m8=m+i,nam̃,m8˜ =m̃+i,ñ

*

uBm* ,n
c lABuBm+i,−n*

c lEE8kBm̃* ,ñ
c uABkBm̃+i,−ñ*

c uEE8

which in turn corresponds to the following mixture:

rABEE8
red o

i=0

N−1

PirABEE8
i red ,

where

PirABEE8
i red = o

m,n=0

N−1

am,m8=m+i,nuBm* ,n
c lABuBm+i,−n*

c lEE8

3 o
m̃,ñ=0

N−1

a
m̃,m8˜ =m̃+i,ñ

*
kBm̃* ,ñ

c uABkBm̃+i,−ñ*
c uEE8 s10d

andPi =om,n=0
N−1 uam,m8=m+i,nu2. rABEE8

i red is the projector onto the
stateuClABEE8

i , with

uClABEE8
i =

1
ÎPi

o
m,n=0

N−1

am,m8=m+i,nuBm* ,n
c lABuBm+i,−n*

c lEE8.

s11d

Everything happens as if the above state was chosen with
probability Pi without that Eve is able to control this choice
or even to get informed about it. Her information is thus
certainly less than the information that she would get if she
was informed about this choice. Beside, once the choice of a
particular uClABEE8

i is realized, the mutual information be-
tween Eve and Alice is invariant when Eve chooses to rela-
bel her detectors, in particular, if she relabels them according
to the rule ucllEucl+m+i

* lE8→ ucllEucl+m
* l which sends

uBm+i,−n*
c lEE8 onto uBm,−n*

c lEE8. Note that this relabeling does
not influence at all the statistical distribution of Alice and
Bob’s results and their mutual information. In conclusion,
Eve’s information is in the best case equivalent to the infor-
mation that she would get by realizing the stateuClABEE8

i

=s1/ÎPidom,n=0
N−1 am,m8=m+i,nuBm* ,n

c lABuBm,−n*
psi lEE8 with probabil-

ity Pi, and being informed about the nature of this choice.
This corresponds to a mixture of Cerf states, which ends
the proof: when optimal Cerf state existssd, then, if a state
uClABEE8 belongs to the class of states defined in Eq.s5d
and is optimal it is necessarily equal to thissone of thesed
Cerf statessd.

This theorem shows that it is sufficient to optimize the
cloning machines described by a Cerf state which again re-
duces the complexity of the problem: such a state is now
described, according to Eq.(8) by N2 parametersam,n instead
of the N3 parametersam,m8,n. Note that in Cerf’s approach,
Eq. (8) was considered to be an ansatz[14]; the previous
theorem shows that its generality can be established on the
basis of more general assumptions. The property that was
encapsulated in the previous theorem expresses a deep prop-
erty of the Bell states. Actually, from Eve’s perspective, ev-
erything happens as if different families of Bell states were
separated by a classical superselection rule. It helps to under-
stand why, when the optimal state is pure it is sufficient to
limit oneself to the quest of the optimal Cerf state.

A brief parenthetical remark: Ekert protocol,
with or without entanglement?

The role(and the necessity) of entanglement in quantum
cryptography was, at the time that the Ekert 91 paper was
published, not entirely clear(Ref. [25] and Ref.[24], Sec.
II D 3). It is known that, whenN=2, if Alice controls the
source of the maximally entangled qudit stateufN

+l, then the
security of the original Ekert protocol[2] is equivalent to the
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security of the BB84 protocol[26]. We mean hereby(in ac-
cordance with previous explanations) that the maximal error
rate above which the protocol is no longer safe(or threshold
disturbance) is the same for both protocols.

When she controls the source Alice is free to carry out her
measurement at once, before Bob’s qudit leaves her source,
which is equivalent with sending directly to Bob a state cho-
sen in one of the four optimal bases. Let us call for obvious
reasons such a situation theN-dimensional nonentanglement-
based protocol orN-DNEB protocol. It can be shown that,
when N=2, the security of theN-DNEB protocol (derived
for instance in Ref.[27] or Ref. [28]) is the same as for the
2-DEB protocol[26], and that this is directly related to the
fact that the optimal cloner associated with both protocols
presents similar performances. Moreover, whenN=2, by vir-
tue of the covariance[27] of the optimal cloner(a property
that we shall rederive for arbitrary dimension in the follow-
ing section), the security of the 2-DNEB protocol is the same
as for the BB84 protocol, and corresponds to a threshold
disturbance equal toDB= 1

2 −1/Î8.14.64 % (see, for in-
stance, Ref.[24] and references therein for a review). A pri-
ori, as was noted by the authors of Ref.[26], it seems sur-
prising that the threshold disturbance is the same for the 2
-DNEB protocol and the 2-DEB protocol, because when Eve
attacks the nonentangled protocol she is more limited(she
has less possible strategies) than when she attacks the 2
-DEB protocol, in which case she controls the source. Cor-
respondingly, the set of possible cloners is more limited in
the first case so that the disturbance threshold ought to be
smaller for the 2-DEB protocol relatively to the 2-DNEB
protocol.

It is therefore legitimate, as did the authors of Ref.[26], to
ask why is the disturbance threshold the same in both cases.
It is also legitimate to ask whether the performances of the
N-DEB protocol and of theN-DNEB protocol are the same
for arbitrary dimensions.

We shall now give a very simple answer to these puzzling
questions.

For any dimensionN, and any entanglement-based proto-
col, when we assume that the(full ) cloning statesuClABEE8
associated with the entanglement-based protocol are Cerf
states, then the security of the entanglement based protocol is
the same as for the corresponding nonentanglement-based
protocol (so as to say, the threshold disturbance is not supe-
rior when Alice controls the source but is the same).

In order to do so, let us consider that Alice, Bob, and Eve
measure their qudits in the same basis(which we assume to
be the computational basis for convenience, we shall show in
the following section that when the full state is invariant in
different bases, it does not matter which basis we choose)
and let us develop the stateuClABEE8 in a product basis
huilAu jlBuk1lEuk2lE8js0ø i , j ,k1,k2øN−1d,

uClABEE8 = o
i,j ,k1,k2=1

N−1

bi,j ,=1,k1,k2
uilAu jlBuk1lEuk2lE8.

Equivalently, we can rewrite this decomposition as follows:

uClABEE8 = o
i

N−1
1

ÎN
uilAuclBEE8

i ,

where

uclBEE8
i = ÎN o

j ,k1,k2=1

N−1

bi,j ,k1,k2
u jlBuk1lE1uk2lE2. . ..

Now, when the full state is a Cerf state theNstatesuclB,E
i

(with i =0, . . . ,N−1) are mutually orthogonal and normal-
ized. Indeed, then we obtain that, by virtue of Eqs.(4) and
(8),

uclBEE8
i = o

m,n,k1=1

N−1
1

ÎN
am,ne

f2pisi−k1dn/Nguci+mlBuck1
lEuck1+mlE8.

s12d

Henceforth,

kcBEE8
i8 ucBEE8

i l =
1

N
o

m,n,k1,m8,n8,k18=1

N−1

am8,n8
* am,n

3eh2pifsi−k1dn−si8−k18dn8g/Njdk18,k1
dm8,mdi8,i

= di8,i

by virtue of the normalization of the full stateuClABEE8.
Let us now assume that Eve realizes the following attack

against the nonentanglement-based protocol: she imposes, to
the qudit sent to Bob, a(unitary) transformation that sends
uilB onto cB,E

i . Then it is straightforward to check that her
attack presents exactly the same performance as the attack on
the entanglement-based protocol characterized by the clon-
ing stateuClABE. Note that the unitarity of this attack is guar-
anteed provided the full state is a Cerf state, but, in general,
such a transformation is not necessarily unitary.

So, when the cloning state is a Cerf state, the security of
the entanglement-based and nonentanglement based proto-
cols is the same, which is actually a well-known property of
Cerf’s formalism. In particular, the optimal cloning state as-
sociated with Ekert’s protocol is a Cerf state[18,29], and is
phase covariant which explains why the Ekert 91 and the
BB84 protocol share the same level of security.

B. Invariance under the choice of the optimal basis

At this level we did not exploit all the symmetries of the
problem, we only made use of the fact that inside a given
pair of perfectly correlated(conjugate) bases, the labeling of
the detectors is defined up to a cyclic permutation. Another
symmetry of the problem that we did not exploit yet is the
following: according to the condition(2), all pairs of per-
fectly correlated bases must also be treated on equal footing.
Therefore it is natural to impose that the optimal Cerf state
associated with theN-DEB protocol fulfills the following
constraints:
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uClABEE8 = o
m,n=1

N−1

am,nuBm* ,n
f=0lABuBm,−n*

f=0 lEE8

= o
m,n=1

N−1

am,nuBm* ,n
f=2p/4NlABuBm,−n*

f=2p/4NlEE8 s13d

= o
m,n=1

N−1

am,nuBm* ,n
f=4p/4NlABuBm,−n*

f=4p/4NlEE8

= o
m,n=1

N−1

am,nuBm* ,n
f=6p/4NlABuBm,−n*

f=6p/4NlEE8. s14d

The treatment of this type of constraint is developed in the
Appendix. The result is extremely simple: whenever
kBi* ,j

f=2pp/4NuBk* ,l
f=2pq/4NlÞ0 (where p,q, =0,1,2,3), then ai,j

=ak,l. Actually these results were already used in Ref.[8] for
the treatment of the qutrit case but have not been published
yet. These constraints express the necessary and sufficient
conditions for which the Cerf state[Eq. (8)] that character-
izes the cloning machine possesses biorthogonal Schmidt de-
compositions in the Bell bases[Eq. (7)] associated with the
four optimal bases simultaneously. By a straightforward
computation we get that

kBi* ,j
f1 uBk* ,l

f2 l = kBi* ,j
0 uBk* ,l

f2−f1l

=
1

N
d j ,l o

p,q=0

N−1

dp−q,jsmod Nd

3eih−psf2−f1d+qfsf2−f1d+2p/Nsk−idgj. s15d

In particular, we have that whenj = l =0, kBi* ,0
f1 uBk* ,0

f2 l
=di,k, which means thatBi* ,0

f=0=Bi* ,0
f ∀f. When j = l Þ0,

ukBi* ,j
f1 uBk* ,j

f2 lu reaches the extremal values 1 or 0 only when
f1−f2 is an integer multiple of 2p /N. This is due to the fact
that for such values the basis statesulf1

l are equivalent to the
statesulf2

l, up to a cyclic permutation of the labels of the
basis states and we showed in a previous section that the Bell
states are eigenstates under such permutations. Otherwise,
for intermediate values off these in-products are never
equal to zero. Therefore the Cerf stateuClR,A,B,C that is in-
variant for at least two distinct values off smod 2p /Nd is
characterized by theN3N matrix am,n that obeys the follow-
ing equations:

sam,nd =1
v y1 y2 ¯ yN−1

x1 y1 y2 ¯ yN−1

x2 y1 y2 ¯ yN−1

· · · ¯ ·

· · · ¯ ·

· · · ¯ ·

xN−1 y1 y2 ¯ yN−1

2 . s16d

The snormalizedd matrix am,n still contains 2sN−1d indepen-
dent parameters. This shows that it is not enough to impose
the invariance of the stateuClABEE8 under cyclic permuta-

tions of the basis states or under changes of bases in order to
fix all the parameters of the cloning state. We shall do this by
optimizing the information gained by Eve. We shall impose
that, in virtue of the “mirror” property of the cloning trans-
formation, when the detector associated with the projector
onto the stateukf*lEulflE8 fires, the probability of the infer-
ence that Alice and Bob’s state isukf*lAulflB is maximal. It is
easy to check that the probability that Alice and Bob’s state
is ukf*8 lAulf8 lB conditioned on the observation by Eve of the
stateukf*lEulflE8 is equal to

dk8−l8,k−l

Uo
n=0

N−1

al−k,nexpSi
2p

N
sk8 − kdnDU2

No
n=0

N−1

ual−k,nu2
.

Let us first assume that the fidelity and the disturbances are
fixed fincluding the coefficientsai0 si =0, . . . ,N−1dg. These
parameters will be varied later. Using the method of
Lagrange’s multipliers with the constraint thato j=0

N−1uaij u2 is
constant, and maximizing the functionuo j=0

N−1aij u2 under the
variations ofai,1,ai,2, . . . ,ai,N−1, we get that theN−1 dimen-
sional vectorso j=0

N−1aij ,o j=0
N−1aij , . . . ,o j=0

N−1aijd is parallel to the
N−1 dimensional vectorsai,1,ai,2, . . . ,ai,N−1d. The solution
of these constraints that corresponds to a maximum is the
following: ai,1=ai,2=¯ =ai,N−1 and the phase of these com-
plex numbers is the same as the phase ofai,0. Now, as
sai,1,ai,2, . . . ,ai,N−1d=sa0,1,a0,2, . . . ,a0,N−1d=sy1,y2, . . . ,yN−1d
and sa0,0,a1,0, . . . ,aN−1,0d=sv ,x1, . . . ,xN−1d in virtue of Eq.
s16d, we get thaty1=y2=¯ =yN−1, and all the coefficientsxi
and yi have the same phase asv. We can, without loss of
generality, assume that this phase is zero. Moreover, we
must impose that all disturbances are equal; otherwise, Eve’s
presence could be detected easily by Alice and Bob. Indeed,
at this level all the states of a samef basis are not treated on
the same footing. This can be checked, for instance, by esti-
mating the disturbances. There areN−1 possible errors when
copying the basis stateukfl depending on it being trans-
formed into usk+ idflsmod N, with i =1, . . . ,N−1d. There-
fore, we defineN−1 disturbancesD1, D2, andDN−1 corre-
sponding to theseN−1 errors. By a straightforward
computation, we get that theith disturbance is equal to
uxiu2+o j=0

N−1uyju2 s j =1, . . . ,N−1d which, in general, is not in-
dependent of the labeli. If we impose that the distur-
bances are independent of the labeli, we getx1=x2=¯

=xN−1 and the matrixamn contains only real positive coef-
ficients. Taking account of Eq.s16d, we obtain the final
form of the matrixam,n:

sam,nd =1
v y y ¯ y

x y y ¯ y

x y y ¯ y

· · · ¯ ·

· · · ¯ ·

· · · ¯ ·

x y y ¯ y

2 . s17d
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Note that it is sufficient that the cloning stateuClABEE8 is
invariant for two distinct values off in order that it is in-
variant for all values off, as so to say that it acts identically
on each state of thef bases. Such a cloner is thus phase
covariant, in analogy with the qubit[27] and qutrit cases[8].

We determined numerically the values ofv, x, andy for
which Eve’s information is maximal while the fidelity of
Bob’s clone is fixed. Letting vary this fidelity, we determined
the error rate that corresponds to the crossing point of Bob
and Eve’s mutual information relative to Alice’s datasIAB

= IAEd. According to Csiszár and Körner theorem[30] Alice
and Bob can distill a secure cryptographic key if the mutual
information between Alice and BobIAB is larger than the
mutual information between Alice and EveIAE, i.e.,
IAB. IAE. If we restrict ourselves to one-way communication
on the classical channel, this actually is also a necessary
condition. Consequently, the quantum cryptographic protocol
above ceases to generate secret key bits precisely at the point
where Eve’s information matches Bob’s information(Fig. 1).

The threshold fidelities below which the security of the
protocol is no longer guaranteed are listed in function of the
dimensionN in Table I. These values are exactly the same
values as those obtained from a higher-dimensional generali-
zation of Ref.[31]. Note that in the qubitsN=2d and qutrit
sN=3d cases, we recover the properties(optimal fidelity, up-
per bound on the error rate, and so on) derived in the litera-
ture following Cerf’s approach[8,18,29] or more general ap-
proaches[7,27,32]. The threshold fidelities that we obtained

are lower than the corresponding values in the case of sym-
metric cloners, which were derived in Ref.[33]. This is due
to the fact that in our approach Eve considers the full infor-
mation contained in the clonesEd and in the ancillasE8d.

It is interesting to investigate the properties of the cloner
in the largeN limit. The normalization imposes thatv2+sN
−1dx2+NsN−1dy2=1. Therefore,y2ø1/sN−1d2 and the fi-
delity FB=v2+sN−1dy2 that characterizes Bob’s signal con-
verges tov2: FB<v2 when N is large enough. During the
optimization process, the amplitudesam,n are varied in order
to maximize Eve’s information, under the constraint that
Bob’s fidelity is constant. In the largeN limit, this constraint
fixes the value ofv only, and we are free to varyx and y
arbitrarily [excepted that, in virtue of the normalization of
the cloning state, we have thatsN−1dx2+NsN−1dy2=1−v2].
Eve’s information is maximal, actually equal to 1, when the
constructive interferences that we discussed in the preceding
paragraph concentrate in one detector only, which corre-
sponds to the following relation:x<y<Îs1−v2d / sN2−1d.
This means that in the largeN limit the cloner converges to
the well-known universal (isotropic) cloner, a state-
independent cloner[14,18] that clones all the states with the
same fidelity. It is also, easy to show that, asN→`, IAE=1
−FB, corresponding tosN−1dy2<0, so that Eve extracts no
significative information when the results of the measure-
ments of the detectorsE andE8 are the same, and informa-
tion 1 otherwise(with probability 1−FB). Beside,IAB=FB,
since IAB=1+FBlogNFB+s1−FBdlogNs1−FBd / sN−1d<1
+s1−FBdlogN1/sN−1d<FB. Thus, in this limit, we find that
the cloner converges to the universal(isotropic) cloner while
the threshold fidelity tends to be equal to the threshold error
rate and goes to 50 %. The tolerable error rate has also been
shown recently, Ref.[34], to tend to 50 % with the dimen-
sion of qudits going to infinity(with N being a prime num-
ber) in another prepare-and-measure scheme. It seems that
this asymptotic behavior is quite general. We were informed
recently [35] that a simple realization of such a cloner is
possible. Eve intercepts the signal, keeps it for herself, and
replaces it by noise in 50 % of the cases; otherwise, she lets
it go through to Bob(then she has zero information about it,
what she would also get if she directed the noise to herself in
that case). This, in turn, can be explained as follows: in the
largeN limit,

FIG. 1. Plot ofIAB-IAE as a function of the variablesy andF.

TABLE I. Fidelity for dimension 2øNø10.

N FB D=1−FB

2 0.853553 0.146447

3 0.775276 0.224724

4 0.734178 0.265822

5 0.708043 0.291957

6 0.689788 0.310212

7 0.676230 0.323770

8 0.665708 0.334292

9 0.657267 0.343733

10 0.650319 0.349681

` 0.5 0.5
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uClABEE8 < vuB0* ,0
f lABuB0,−0*

f lEE8

+ yom,n=0

N−1
uBm* ,n

f lABuBm,−n*
f lEE8

= N · yuB0* ,0
f lAEuB0,−0*

f lBE8 + sv/Nd

3 o
m,n=0

N−1

uBm* ,n
f lAEuBm,−n*

f lBE8

< vuB0* ,0
f lABuB0,−0*

f lEE8 + Î1 − vuB0* ,0
f lAEuB0,−0*

f lBE8.

For what concerns Bob’s and Eve’s information about Alice,
it is easy to check that, up to interference terms of negligible
weight in the largeN limit sthey are of the order ofNy2

<0d, everything happens as if Eve would do nothing with
weight v2 or intercept the signal in Alice’s encryption basis
with weight 1−v2<N2y2, and send then pure noise to Bob.

C. Correlations between nonconjugate bases

The unbiased noise that appears in Eq.(3) is characterized

by a density matrix that is proportional to the identityÎAB.

Now, ÎAB= ÎAÎB=oi=0
N−1uci

*lAkci
* uAo j=0

N−1uc̃ jlBkc̃ juB. where thec

and thec̃ bases can be chosen arbitrarily. This arbitrariness
suggests some invariance of the noise under local changes of
basis. In particular, when Eve replaces the signal by a clone,
this invariance must be respected. According to the condition
(3), this clone must mimic the correlations between the non-
fully correlated(nonconjugate) bases that would be observed
in the presence of real, unbiased, noise. We shall now show
that this is well the case. In order to do so, let us consider the
reduced cloning staterAB=TrEE8uClABEE8kCuABEE8 obtained
after averaging over Eve’s degrees of freedom; according to
Eqs.(1), (2), (4), (8), and(17), and thanks to the identities,

uB0* ,0
f l = ufN

+l o
m=0,n=0

N−1

uBm* ,n
f lABkBm* ,−n

f uAB = ÎAB,

and

o
n=0

N−1

e−2pissk−ldn/Nd = Ndk,l ,

we get

rAB = v2uB0* ,0
f lABkB0* ,0

f uAB + x2o
m=1

N−1

uBm* ,0
f lABkBm* ,0

f uAB

+ y2 o
m=1,n=0

N−1

uBm* ,n
f lABkBm* ,−n

f uAB

= sv2 − x2dufN
+lABkfN

+ uAB + sx2 − y2d

3o
m=0

N−1

uBm* ,0
f lABkBm* ,0

f uAB + y2 o
m=0,n=0

N−1

uBm* ,n
f lABkBm* ,−n

f uAB

= sv2 − x2dufN
+lABkfN

+ uAB + Nsx2 − y2d
1

N

3o
n=0

N−1

unlRunlAknuRknuA + N2y2rAB
noise s18d

In comparison to Eq.s3d a new factor weighted byNsx2

−y2d appears in the previous expression. It is a mixture of
projectors on products of the states of the computational ba-
sis unlAunlB.

For what concerns measurements performed by Alice and
Bob in the optimal bases(that they are conjugate or not), any
such product has the same statistical properties as the unbi-

ased noiserAB
noise=s1/N2dÎAB. The deep reason for this prop-

erty is that the in-product between any state of the computa-
tional basis and anyf state is in modulus squared equal to
1/N, in other words, both bases are mutually unbiased.
Henceforth, the modulus squared ofknuAknuBukf1

* lulf2
l is equal

to 1/N2, whatever the values of the labelsk and l could be.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

The Ekert 91 protocol[2] and its qudit extension, theN
-DEB protocol which is analyzed in the present paper, in-
volve encryption bases for which the violation of local real-
ism is maximal. If Alice and Bob measure their member of a
maximally entangled qudit pair in two “conjugate” bases,
this gives rise to perfect correlations. After measurement is
performed on each member of a sequence of maximally en-
tangled qudit pairs, Alice and Bob can reveal on a public
channel what were their respective choices of basis and iden-
tify which qudit was correctly distributed, from which they
will make the key. They can use the rest of the data in order
to check that it does not admit a local realistic simulation.
For instance, they can check that their correlations violate
some generalized Bell or CHSH inequalities[5] or they can
estimate the resistance of the violation of local realism
against noise, thanks to the polytop software[3,4]. More
generally, they can check that the 16N2 correlations between
their results(that they are perfectly correlated or not) are the
same as what they expect in the presence of unbiased noise.

A. Security of the N-DEB protocol: Comparison
with other protocols

It is instructive to compare the level of security offered by
theN-DEB protocol, with the corresponding level in the case
of N-dimensional generalizations of the(four-state) BB84
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protocol, and of the six-state protocol. In the former, the
signal is encrypted along two mutually unbiased bases, while
in the latter, it is encrypted alongN+1 mutually unbiased
bases. As we mentioned in the Introduction, the maximal
error rate above which the protocol is no longer safe(or
threshold disturbance) provides a good qualitative measure
of the security of the protocol. If we compare this distur-
bance threshold 1−FB (listed in the table) with the corre-
sponding thresholds in the case of the generalized BB84 and
six-state protocols(listed in the table at the end of the first
reference in Ref.[18]), we obtain values that are larger than
those corresponding to the generalized BB84, and smaller
than for the generalized six-state protocol. This can be ex-
plained as follows. For dimension 2 the four optimal bases
are coplanar on the Bloch sphere, so that the disturbance
threshold is the same as for the BB84 protocol, in virtue of
the phase covariance of the optimal cloner in that case. For
higher dimensions, the number of bases of encryption-
decryption of theN-DEB protocol (4) is intermediate(be-
tween 2 andN+1), so that the constraints imposed on the
corresponding(optimal) cloner are also intermediate. For in-
stance, as shown at the end of the last section, the optimal
bases do not allow them to differentiate a fully unbiased
noise(described by a fully incoherent reduced density matrix
proportional to the unity matrix) from a “colored” noise that
would contain projectors(with arbitrary weights) on product
states of the computational basis. This is due to the fact that
all the optimal bases are mutually unbiased relatively to the
computational basis. This would not occur in the case of the
generalized six-state protocol because then it is possible to
realize a full tomography of the noise. The set of admissible
phase-covariant cloners that we derived in the present paper
is therefore larger than the set that corresponds to the gener-
alized six-state protocol, which can be shown to be the set of
universal (state-independent) cloners. The threshold distur-
bance is thus lower. For instance, the maximal admissible
error rate(when attacks based on state-dependent cloners are
considered) was shown to be equal toDB=1−FB=1−s 1

2
+1/Î8d.14.64 % for the 2-DEB protocol(or Ekert 91 qubit
protocol) [27,29,32] and to 22.47% for the 3-DEB protocol
[7,8]. The corresponding rates, if we restrict ourselves to
state-independent cloners[14] were shown in Ref.[18] to be,
respectively, equal to 15.64% and 22.67%. These results
were derived for a slightly asymmetric state-independent
cloner[14,18] that clones all the states with the same fidelity.

B. Security of the N-DEB protocol, and nonlocality

We showed in the preceding paragraph that theN-DEB
protocol is less secure than protocols(as the generalized six-
state protocol) in which Alice and Bob have the physical
possibility to measure(distinguish) experimentally any coef-
ficient of the reduced density matrix, which can be consid-
ered as a slight disadvantage(remark that in the largeN
limit, this is no longer true). The advantage of theN-DEB
protocol is that the resistance of the violation of local realism
against noise is maximal when the maximally entangled qu-
dit pair is measured in the optimal qudit bases discussed here
[3,4]. Therefore, theN-DEB protocol is optimal from the
point of view of the survival of nonclassical correlations in a
noisy environment.

Actually, it has been shown[5] that the violation of a Bell
inequality extended to qudits is possible, as long as the “vis-
ibility” of the two-qudits interference exceeds a threshold
valueVthr given by the equation

N2

VthrsNd
= o

k=0

fN/2g−1 S1 −
2k

N − 1
D

3S 1

sin2fps4k + 1d/4Ng
−

1

sin2fps4k + 3d/4NgD .

The visibility mentioned above is directly related to the
threshold fraction of unbiased noise,fhthrsNd=1−VthrsNdg,
which has to be admixed to the maximally entangled state in
order to erase the nonclassical character of the correlations,
and therefore is a measure of the robustness of nonclassical-
ity ssee also Refs.f3,4gd. This means that the nonexistence of
a local realistic model of the correlations is guaranteed if the
fidelity Fthr that characterizes the communication channel
between Alice and Bobsdetectors included, so 1−Fthr is the
effective error rate in the transmissiond is larger thanfsN
−1d /NgVthrsNd+1/N. For instance, forN=2,3,4,5, and 10,
1-Fthr is equal to 14.64% , 20.26% , 23.21% , 25.03% and
28.77 %,respectively. On the other hand, theN-DEB pro-
tocol is secure against a cloning-based individual attack, if
F=1−D.FB ssee tabled. If we compare the previous val-
ues of 1-Fthr with the corresponding values of 1-FB swith
FB given in the tabled, it is easy to check that when a
violation of local realism occurs, the security of theN
-DEB protocol against individual attacks is automatically
guaranteed. Therefore, the violation of Bell inequalities is
a sufficientcondition for security, as it implies that Bob’s
fidelity is higher than the security threshold. For qubits the
sufficient conditionsFB.0.8535d is also necessarysRef.
f24gd sin this case, the optimal cloner is the qubit phase-
covariant cloner, the same as for BB84, in accordance
with the remarks at the end of the Sec. IV Ad.

In addition, the violation of Bell inequalities guarantees
that theN-DEB protocol is secure against so-called Trojan
horse attacks during which the eavesdropper would control
the whole transmission line and replace the signal by a fake,
predetermined local-variable dependent, signal that mimics
the quantum correlations(see Ref. [8] and references
therein). All the protocols in which no entanglement is
present(such as BB84[1], the 6-state qubit protocol[17,32],
or the 12-state qutrit protocol[19]) admit a local realistic
model, so that they are not secure against Trojan horse at-
tacks.

As we have already noted, our results confirm the results
that can be found in the literature relatively to the security of
the 2-DEB and 3-DEB protocols, but at the same time our
results are confirmed by the corresponding results in the case
that they were derived under constraints more general than
the ones that we postulated. Note that in order to find an
expression for the cloning state that is valid for arbitrary
dimension, it is impossible presently to avoid some extra
assumptions, for instance, that the optimal cloning state is
pure,N4 dimensional, symmetric under cyclic permutations
of the labels of the optimal bases and so on. These assump-
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tions are very reasonable anyhow. If we would try to avoid
any extra constraint, the complexity of the problem would
increase with the dimensionN and we could not find a solu-
tion for all values ofN. Note finally that the security of
quantum cryptographic protocols against incoherent attacks
was never clearly established, simply because the problem is
too complicated to tackle.

In summary, we have established the generality of Cerf’s
approach of quantum state-dependent cloning machines un-
der fairly general assumptions. We have shown that the ac-
ceptable error rate of theN-DEB protocol turns out to in-
crease with the dimensionN. Our analysis confirms a

seemingly general property that the robustness against noise
of qudit schemes increases with the dimensionalityN.
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APPENDIX: INVARIANCE OF THE CLONING STATE

Let us consider a reference basis(thec basis) and, its conjugate basis(thec* basis) along with, another basis(the c̃ basis)
and its conjugate basis(the c̃* basis) (with ki uc jl=Uij andki u c̃ jl=Ũij). Let us assume that during the realization of a quantum
cryptographic protocol, Alice and Bob share the maximally entangled stateufN

+l suB0,0ld and that Alice measures it either in the

c* basis or in thec̃* basis(with ki uc j
*l=Uij

* and ki u c̃ j
*l=Ũij

* ). According to the proof given in Sec. II, she projects Bob’s

component onto either thec or thec̃ basis. If we require that the cloning machine is invariant in both bases, the joint(Cerf)
state of the referenceA, the two output clones(B andE), and the(N-dimensional) cloning machineE8 [Eq. (8)] must fulfill the
following condition:

o
m,n=0

N−1

am,nuBm* ,nlABuBm,−n*lEE8 = o
m,n=0

N−1

am,nuB̃m* ,nlABuB̃m,−n*lEE8. sA1d

As the N2 Bm,n states form an orthonormal basis, we can project the right-hand side of the previous equality onto them,
which gives

o
m,n=0

N−1

am,nuBm* ,nlABuBm,−n*lEE8 = o
m,n,m8,n8,m9,n9=0

N−1

am,nuBm8* ,n8lABABkBm8* ,n8uB̃m* ,nlABuBm9,−n9*lEE8kBm9,−n9* uB̃m,−n*lEE8.

DenotingVi,j ,k,l the in-productkBi* ,j u B̃k* ,ll, we get

o
m,n,k,l=0

N−1

am,ndsm,nd,sk,lduBm* ,nlABuBk,−l*lEE8 = o
m,n,m8,n8,m9,n9=0

N−1

am,nuBm8* ,n8lABVm8,n8,m,nuBm9,−n9*lEE8Vm9,n9,m,n
*

= o
m,n,i,j ,k,l=0

N−1

ai,jdsi,jd,si8,j8dVm,n,i,jVk,l,i8,j8
* uBm* ,nlABuBk,−l*lEE8.

Thanks to the orthonormality of the Bell bases, this constraint can be expressed as a matrix relation of the formVA=AV
whereV andA areN23N2 matrices defined as follows:Vi,j ;k,l =kBi* ,j u B̃k* ,ll andAi,j ;k,l =ai,jdsi,jd,sk,ld. Such a system of linear
equations is extremely simple to solve: ifVi,j ;k,l Þ0, thenai,j =ak,l. The procedure to follow in order to build a cloning machine

that is invariant in thec basis and thec̃ basis is thus straightforward: compute theN4 in-productsVi,j ;k,l =kBi* ,j u B̃k* ,ll
si , j ,k, l =0, . . . ,N−1d; if Vi,j ;k,l Þ0, thenai,j =ak,l. The solutionsam,n of this set of equations define the most general Cerf state
fEq. s8dg that is invariant in the two bases.
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